Your Mental Health Matters
Don't Struggle In silence

Facts:
70% of youth drop out of organized sports by age 13 largely due to

1 in 4 people will be
affected by some
mental Health Issue at
one point or another in
their lives

anxiety, excessive pressure and criticism, burnout
According to NCAA, 10-15% of student athletes will experience
psychological issues severe enough to warrant counseling
Anxiety and depression are the most common mental health concerns
among athletes
Athletes are less likely than their peers to seek mental health
treatment, due in large part to stigma

Signs & Symptoms:
Though participation in
sports helps to foster
wellness, it may also
increase the risk of
developing mental health
concerns

What
Helps?

Decreased interest in daily activities
Withdrawing from family and friends
Loss of energy
Sleeping and/or eating too much or too little
Frequent headaches, nausea, stomach complaints, unexplained pain or
injuries
Drastic Personality changes- increased irritability, aggression, or
anxiety, and/or feeling “on edge”
Increased use of alcohol, drugs, or sports enhancements
Talking about death, killing themselves, or “going away”

Focus

Time

Identity

Support

Focus on one key
priority at a time

Manage time so as not
to get overwhelmed by
all of your
commitments

Construct an identity
beyond sports

Create early and
strong relationships
with coaches and
teammates

How to Talk About Mental Health
The words we use when talking about mental health
matter. Words have a direct impact and can be a
powerful force to reduce – or perpetuate – stigma.
From casual conversations and flippant phrases to
serious discussions with someone experiencing a
mental health issue, your words are important.
We know that navigating what to say – and how to say
it – can be difficult. Often we are at a loss, and
sometimes we worry about making a difficult situation
worse. We hope the following suggestions will be
helpful.
Person-centered, person-first language. People are
so much more than their diagnosis. Refer to an
individual as someone who has “been diagnosed
with schizophrenia” or “is living with schizophrenia”
rather than “a schizophrenic.”
Individuals who live with mental health issues are
coping with significant challenges that may impact
every aspect of their life. Your understanding and
respect is clear if you refrain from invoking
diagnoses in “humorous” or deprecating ways in
casual conversation. For example, joking about
being “OCD” about cleaning trivializes the
experience of someone actually living with the
disorder.

Being compassionate when talking about suicide helps
remove stigma. Language such as “died by suicide” is
preferred to “committed suicide,” which is understood
to evoke negative connotations such as in “committed a
crime” or “committed a sin.”
Model appropriate language to express strong
feelings.
When someone is struggling, often the most valuable
assistance you can provide is by listening. Listen
empathically, without judgement, advice-giving, or
minimizing their experience of the problem. This is
especially important if you are talking with someone
who is thinking of suicide.
Check in with friends, family, coworkers and neighbors.
Asking “how are you doing?” or “how can I help” – and
meaning it – provides an opportunity for open
conversation. It also fosters a sense of community and
camaraderie can have a powerful and positive impact
on everyone involved. In an age where technology can
often isolate us, make the effort for a face-to-face
conversation. Pick up the phone, meet for coffee, make
a real connection.
By making slight changes to how you talk about
mental health, you can take an active role in
breaking down stigma. Your voice matters. Thank
you for using it to make a difference in someone
else’s life!

Resources for Help
The Mental Health Association
of Westchester:
www.mhawestchester.org

American foundation for Suicide
Prevention:
www.afsp.org

National Alliance on Mental
Health:
www.NAMI.org

National Suicide Prevention Lifeline:
1-800-273-TALK (8255)
www.suicidepreventionlifeline.org

Crisis Text Line:
Text "HOME" to 741741

Mental Health America:
www.mentalhealthamerica.net

Westchester County Department of
Community Mental Health
WWW.mentalhealth.westchestergov.com

Positive Coaching Alliance:
www.positivecoach.org

NYC Well:
Text "Well" to 65173
Call 1-888-NYC-Well

